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PAUL ANTHONY FIORELDD, residence address 2G4
Marais Street, telephone 522-7746, employed as a dental
technician by Pfisterer Dental Laboratory Company, 227
Dauphine Street, furnished the following information :

November 25 . 1963

LIONEL SLATER, JR ., residence address 1411 France
Street, employed as a messenger by Pfisterer Dental Laboratory
Company, 227 Dauphine Street, furnished the following information :

He recalled that LEE OSWALD worked as a messenger
for Pfisterer in about 1956 for a period of n¢ mgCe than
a few months . He recalled that OSWALD used to talk a lot
with PALMER 1C BRIDE and is of the opinion OSWALD used to
go to LC BRIDE's home to listen to a hi-fi set and look
through NC BRIDE's telescopes, as LC BRIDE was interested in
astronomy . He recalled that OSWALD used to talk to YC BRIDE
about Russia but FIORELLO did not know what was said about
Russia . FIORELLO did not know where OSWALD lived in New
Orleans . When CSWALD quit he told FIORELLO he was going to
Texas where he had a job selling shoes . FIORELLD did not
recall that any city in Texas was mentioned . FIORELLO
knew of no friends of OSWALD other than fC BRIDE .

He recognized the photograph of LEE HARVEY OSWALD
as a messenger who worked at Pfisterer for several weeks in
about 1956 during the time PALMER MC BRIDE worked there .
He did not know the boy's last name but did recall his first
name was LEE . This LEE was a friend of MC BRIDE and SLATER
Is of the opinion he visited MC BRIDE's home several times .
He knows nothing concerning OSWALD and does not recall OSWALD
ever discussing any political matters .

FIORELLO advised he was employed as a messenger
at Pfisterer during the time OSTIALD was a messenger there .
recalled
the other messengers at this time as being
He
LIONEL SINTER, JR ., JOHN ULMER and PALMER MC BRIDE .
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